Guidelines on Entering the Gym - TPS
There will be a designated entrance and exit for all gymnasts entering our sessions. We
have been allocated the side doors (marked A) as our point of entry, this is where all
gymnasts should be dropped of. The back doors (marked B) as our exit and gymnasts
should be collected here. All persons entering the site MUST exit via door B. Signs will
be put out to guide you and you will be escorted out of the building.
Parents/Guardians are NOT permitted to wait inside the building. Please ensure you
use the toilet before coming to club, as access to restrooms is limited. Changing rooms
are not currently open for use, so children should arrive already in their training
clothes, as they will be unable to change at the centre.
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Guidelines upon Entering - TPS
Gymnasts should arrive 10 minutes prior to their session and queue up along the wall
in the "queuing area". Please note if you arrive after the session start time you will may
not be allowed to enter, so please make sure you arrive early.
There will be markers spray-painted on the path in order for gymnasts to keep 1 meter
apart. Upon arrival, there will be a coach waiting at door A to take your temperature
and to sanitise hands. If your temperature is 37.8 degrees or over you will NOT be able
to partake in the session.

Guidelines on Exiting - TPS
At the end of the session, a coach will assist the gymnasts to the exit door (B) where
they will need to sanitise on exit. Our sessions will be ending 10 minutes early in order
for our coaches to clean all of our equipment before the next session/pack up and
safely hand gymnasts back to their parent/guardian. Again we ask that you arrive
promptly for collection at the ent of the session.

Guidelines in the Gym - WEDNESDAY
Within the sessions we will spilt gymnasts into groups of 5 max. These bubbles will
then stay the same for every week. There will be no cross-contamination of gymnasts
or coaches. We will also be implementing a minimum of 2m distance between all
gymnasts and coaches, there will be floor markers placed around the trampolines to
indicate where gymnasts must stand. We will also be working with a one-way-system
on and off the trampoline as displayed in the diagram below:
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